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I Introduction

In today’s marketplace, everyone is working to get more from less while not compromising quality or security. This is not an easy thing to accomplish but given the revolution which Open Source software has brought, some of this may actually be realized in the coming years. The popular growth and acceptance over the past few years of Linux and the Apache HTTP Server combined with continued pressure to reduce IT expenditures and capital investments has some senior executives finally beginning to accept Open Source solutions as viable options to achieve their overall corporate goals. The adoption of Open Source solutions within a large international corporation isn’t as simple as just downloading the software from a web site. There are many elements that must be researched and weighed to determine whether or not this is an avenue which a corporation should go in.

Many times when people speak about Open Source software, they only think of pieces of work like Linux and Apache HTTP Server but there are many other Open Source solutions which are not as large or mature. Some solutions are released by the same mature communities that released Linux and Apache HTTP Server but others do not yet project the same sense of comfort and longevity that The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org) does today. Regardless however of who releases the Open Source solution, the question remains the same, and that is, whether or not to use Open Source Solutions in production systems. The questions and research must address the issues of Security, Total Cost of Ownership (TCO), Licensing and Break/Fix before any recommendation can be made to use Open Source software. The hope is that these questions are asked and research is done before the answers or results are found to be unacceptable.

II The Problem

In today’s Information Technology departments lower level managers are being pressured by their business clients and senior technical management to deliver quality production systems faster and at lower costs in order to meet Service Level Agreements (SLA) that they have agreed to with their business clients. In addition, Return On Investment (ROI) and TCO metrics must be also be met to achieve Information Technology Departmental objectives. To meet these demands some departments and their technical staff began looking to what was considered unconventional sources as a means to deliver the quality production systems and achieve all their other organizational requirements. The “unconventional” source that was pursued was to begin using Open Source software as a component of their new development efforts.

The decision to begin using Open Source software may appear to be an obvious choice based on the previously described demands but there are ramifications of such a decision. First, does the use of Open Source software violate the Corporate IT Policies & Standards that your company established for internally developed or purchased systems? By using an Open Source solution, have you invited copyright infringement or fair use litigation because you have not properly acknowledged the use of Open Source software in the development of your system? Are their royalties that would need to be
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paid to the community if you use your system as part of a revenue generating process? Have you exposed your corporation to security related weaknesses which reside in the Open Source solution? How you will handle break/fix issues once your system is in production since there is no vendor under contract to provide support? Does the cost of implementing checks and balances around the above topics eliminate the savings of using an Open Source or “free” solution? It is very clear that making a decision to use Open Source is simple but the impact can be devastating if it is not done properly and with the necessary due diligence.

Open Source software carries with it many benefits potentially but it also carries licensing requirements and the potential to be used as a tool in compromising a corporation’s network. There is tremendous debate whether Open Source software is less prone to security exposures because many “neutral” eyes review the code on a regular basis or if it is more susceptible because anyone with the time and energy can become intimately familiar with the software that created or makes up the inner workings of your corporation’s deployed system. This paper will not try to answer the question of whether it is more or less secure because that debate is a philosophical one and has not been scientifically studied to establish metrics. However, the debate does bring to light that a company must implement some risk mitigation measures to address the fact that strangers, without any allegiance to or contract with your company will have a major role in delivering a secure system out to production.

Balancing the needs of the company to build systems in order to be able to deliver products & services while maintaining a secure, affordable & dependable environment is not as simple as changing the wording on a corporate policy or standard. It requires an in depth focused research effort into all aspects of the problem in order to fully understand how to solve it. When the policy violation was brought to the Information Technology Policy & Ethics Board (ITPEB) of my company, they determined that instead of simply reprimanding the department for the policy violation, they would establish a committee to review the existing policy(ies) and make a recommendation on whether or not the policy(ies) should be changed to accommodate the use of Open Source software in the future. If the recommendation by this committee were to be that the policy(ies) should be modified, the recommendation would be accompanied by a formal risk mitigation process which would address at a minimum the Legal and Security concerns expressed by senior management and the policy & ethics board members.

III The Approach

As a result of the decision by the ITPEB, a champion was chosen by the ITPEB from the Enterprise Architecture organization to assemble the Open Source Steering Committee (OSSC) to research and recommend how the corporation should proceed with the use of Open Source software. The committee was comprised of 4 sub-committees plus the Director and Lead Architect from the development team that brought the issue to the ITPEB. The champion decided to choose five people to act as the chairperson’s for the different sub-committees. Four of the five sub-committees would address the aspects of the problem described above ( Legal, Security, TCO and Break/Fix ). The fifth sub-committee would focus on defining a process and system that
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could track usage, deploy software and provide a notification mechanism for all users of the Approved Open Source solutions within the organization.

The leaders of each sub-committee decided that each of them would develop a recommendation and control process for their respective areas and present that to the OSSC for group discussion. Once all five recommendations and processes were discussed and approved by the committee they would be incorporated into one overall process document called the “Open Source Risk Mitigation Process”. The risk mitigation process document would accompany the formal recommendation that was to be delivered to the ITPEB. As with any new process or effort it was important to clearly define and document its goal and purpose, in this case it was stated as “To enable the corporation the ability to use the most cost effective software tools available while identifying, documenting and mitigating the risks associated with the use of those tools”. The next section will describe some of the steps taken and thought processes associated with each of the five sub-committees. Four of the five sub-committees will be covered at a higher level to provide background and approach. The “Solution” section for the fifth sub-committee, Security, will be much more in depth so as to provide actionable information for the reader of this document.

III.I Legal Sub-committee

The Legal sub-committee was led by a member of the corporation’s Intellectual Property General Counsel Department. She is actively involved in the day-to-day operations of the company with regards to contract negotiation, vendor management and licensing agreements. Leading this sub-committee was a natural fit because she was already involved in reviewing existing licensing agreements that did not make reference to the use of Open Source solutions in the vendors packaged product. This issue, the use of Open Source in a packaged product, is an aspect of Open Source licensing which needs to be carefully dealt with given the increased usage of Open Source solutions as part of the software product vendors packaged solutions. Although this also is an area of concern and needs to be investigated, it was considered out of scope for this effort and hence will not be included in this document.

The research began by going back and reviewing the licenses that were already in place from vendors that did reference Open Source solutions. One of the main aspects of the licensing agreement that needs to be taken into account is the matter of Intellectual Property and who actually has rights to it. Depending on the license agreement, it is possible that a corporation who develops a system to help in the delivery of a service or product that ultimately contributes to the generation of revenues would be required by law under the license to forfeit the revenue or part thereof to the developer of the Open Source software. In addition, the creator of the Open Source Solution may also have legal rights to the system itself and hence the deployment of it on the open market as they see fit.

As with any sort of licensing agreement, there is a lot of grey area that needs to be carefully studied and discussed. Given the variations in licensing agreements, the sub-committee chose to focus their research initially on the
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license agreements for the larger Open Source Communities such as Apache as a basis for limiting the scope of this effort. In-depth research into the different licenses was critical for this effort because if not done properly, the corporation could potentially be legally obligated to turnover a system to the Open Source provider that contained information that could help their market competitors or face litigation. Also, it was important to get a sense of the amount of time that might be required to do the individual assessments later on to ensure accurate input into the TCO calculations.

This sub-committee looked at several different licensing agreements that existed in the Open Source community and determined that they varied widely from little or no restriction such as simply crediting the developer of the Open Source to full restriction that granted the developer rights to the end product in which the Open Source software was involved. It is clearly obvious that a for-profit organization in a highly competitive market could not possibly use software which had license restrictions that granted rights to the public at large. The research objective was to determine what level of restriction was acceptable based on the importance and value that the Open Source solution contributed to the development of the corporation's system. In addition, the sub-committee needed to determine if it was possible to identify Open Source solutions that delivered the functionality required with licenses that did not expose the corporation to potential litigation.

In some cases, Open Source providers reference generic licenses such as the GNU General Public License (GPL) or Apache Software License. It is much easier for an organization if the Open Source provider uses one of these standard licenses because the research can be a one-time effort rather than a solution-by-solution research effort.

III.II Usage/Deployment Sub-committee

The focus of this sub-committee was to establish a process by which an application development team could submit for review an Open Source solution that they wanted to use in their system. Once approved, the process and system supporting it needed to be capable of deploying new releases, logging users/groups who used the Open Source solution as well as provide a communication mechanism for the corporation to identify and contact users of the approved Open Source Solutions. The leader of this sub-committee was a mid-level technology manager whose normal scope of responsibilities already included oversight of software deployment products.

The first aspect of this effort was to determine whether the fact that the software was an Open Source solution had any bearing on a traditional software deployment process. It was quickly determined that it did not and that the Open Source solution could be treated like any other software product approved for use within the corporation. This greatly simplified the effort because this allowed the sub-committee to use the existing infrastructure and processes for the Open Source solutions.

The sub-committee next began working to determine if the existing deployment tools could accommodate the review, approval, usage tracking and
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communication elements. The sub-committee needed to ensure that the existing deployment system(s) could accept requests and route those requests to the appropriate reviewers (Legal, Security, Break/Fix, TCO) based on a pre-defined workflow which the OSSC was developing. Once the solution was approved and made available, the system needed to restrict access to the Open Source solution to only users who had registered and were granted rights to use that Open Source solution.

The previous statement is very important because, should a problem or vulnerability in an approved Open Source solution be identified, the OSSC would need to quickly execute an impact assessment and provide a recommendation on how to address it. The only way to have confidence that the impact assessment was accurate, would be to ensure that all the systems using the solution factored into the assessment. The inventory of systems/users would also act as the starting point for the communication of vulnerability resolutions. Lastly, this restricted access model provides a review/checkpoint for the OSSC to verify the risk level of the system that the Open Source solution would become part of. Dependant on that risk level, the OSSC could determine if that system was too sensitive or critical and therefore refuse the request to use the Open Source solution in that system regardless of the fact that it may already be in use by other systems.

III. III Break/Fix Sub-committee

The Break/Fix sub-committee was charged with determining the best process to identify and provide solutions for bugs and/or vulnerabilities reported in approved Open Source solutions. Since Open Source solutions are not "sold", the typical contractual support obligation established through a purchase agreement does not exist. The sub-committee needed to establish whether or not the Open Source communities themselves provided enough support or if there were third party organizations available to provide support services for the approved Open Source Solutions.

The typical way to receive help from an Open Source community is to be an active participant in that community. This requires a considerable amount of commitment from an individual as well as their employer and does not guarantee that the help will be of any particular level of quality or timeliness. In addition, each Open Source solution could potentially have its own unique community so a corporation would need to have individuals dedicating considerable amounts of time to a community for every Open Source solution approved for use.

An alternative way to have support available for systems using Open Source solutions is to sign support contracts with third party organizations that support the Open Source solutions being used. These support arrangements could consist of anything from "stand-by" support should a problem arise to extensions of the development/maintenance team. As mentioned above, the first problem encountered with this model is that there are very few Open Source solutions being supported by third party organizations and the majority, support only major...
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products like Linux or Apache Server. This fact leaves a tremendous void in the third party support model that needed to be addressed and understood.

III.IV Total Cost of Ownership(TCO) Sub-committee

The TCO sub-committee's focus was slightly more straight forward than the other three but needed to be sure that it could account for the review and approval processes that the other three sub-committees were still defining. This sub-committee needed to establish a process by which each of the other sub-committees could provide a resource utilization figure as input to the equation so that the TCO could accurately be compared to "Off-The-Shelf(OTS)" software provided by a traditional vendor.

This comparison between the TCO of an Open Source Solution and that of an OTS package can be very difficult because it is not always easy to be sure you are comparing the same things. For example, the vendor of an OTS package may require that you upgrade your software every year to maintain their support agreement. These maintenance/support packages can be very expensive over the life of the software. With Open Source solutions, since there typically is no "official" support from a solution provider you would not be required to perform any upgrades. The obvious drawback to not having contracted support is that if you are using the Open Source solution in a production environment, the development group may be increasingly acting as a support organization rather than a development group. This would not necessarily be the case in an OTS package model. This additional in-house support would have a very large cost associated with it and thus needs to be carefully factored into the TCO equation.

The other component which might not normally be factored into the TCO but does have financial implications on the corporation is that these same individuals who are now providing “support” are taking time away from their normal development efforts and could put other project at risk from delivering on time. In addition, if the corporation is not careful or aware of the situation, they may hire additional “development” resources when what they really need is to formalize the support organization and then calculate the costs across projects.

Lastly, there needs to be an acceptable financial cost factored into the TCO equation which accounts for the uncertainty of an Open Source solution. It is more difficult to project the financial impact of a major problem in an Open Source solution than in an OTS package because there is no contract with a vendor that the corporation could leverage. Without a “vendor” under contract, the corporation must incur all costs associated with correcting the problem. This includes not only the resources required to fix the problem but more damaging could be the public relations impact and loss of customer confidence that could lead to lower revenues & sales. It also goes unsaid that the same resources working to fix the problem would place their other responsibilities on hold until the problem was resolved.
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III.V Security Sub-committee

As the chairperson for the Security Sub-committee, I decided that I needed to establish a process that could ensure an acceptable level of comfort and risk for each Open Source Solution being submitted for approval. In order to do this, I would first need to clearly understand the differences between in-house developed software and Open Source solutions. I determined that the process would have to provide a picture of who the Open Source developers were as well as the history of the Open Source solution itself. For software developed in-house this is a relatively simple process for the obvious reasons, however, for software developed by an unknown group of individuals, it may not be that simple or worse yet, it may not be that accurate.

The approach that the sub-committee decided to research was whether or not it would be possible to put the "Open Source" solution through a comprehensive Software Quality Analysis (SQA) process. This process would first help to determine whether or not there were any identifiable software vulnerabilities that could potentially be used in the future to compromise the corporation’s computer environment. Secondly, the process would include a thorough investigation of the solution provider in order to establish whether or not they were reliable and what level of software quality & support they have delivered in the past with other "Open Source" solutions.

The Software Quality Analysis performed on the "Open Source" solution should be no different than any other traditional SQA effort. As background, a thorough SQA effort will identify structural deficiencies such as unreachable code, unconditional branches into loops, undeclared variables, unused functions, mismatched parameters etc. These types of structural deficiencies may or may not be intentional development errors and there is no way to know for sure whether they can be used by someone in the future as a stepping stone for an attack. For this reason, the SQA effort would evaluate the structural integrity of the Open Source source code and determine if there are any deficiencies. If any are identified, they must be documented and a recommendation as to how they should be addressed would be included in the Source Code Assessment. By eliminating and or documenting these deficiencies the corporation greatly reduces the potential for the Open Source solution to be compromised in the future.

IV The Solution

The solution which resulted from this investigation was a comprehensive but efficient assessment, approval and tracking process for all Open Source Solutions proposed for use within the corporation. A key and primary element before the solution could be implemented was that the ITPEB would be required to modify all IT Policies referencing the use of vendor software to include verbiage addressing how Open Source Solutions could and could not be used. The Open Source Risk Mitigation Process would be referenced in the policies
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and all details regarding the process would be documented and posted in the corporate repository for all to access.

The process consists of several assessment points as well as a system facilitating the assessments so that the submitter of the Open Source Solution knows where in the Risk Mitigation Process the request is. The process would begin by requiring that the Application Development person submitting the request be designated as the “Champion” of that Open Source solution. As the “Champion” they would be the primary contact for the review team as well as in the future if other teams decided to use the same Open Source Solution in another application.

The graphic provided below is that of the review and approval workflow for the Risk Mitigation Process. The graphic depicts the different assessment points and teams performing the reviews. Below the graphic is a description of the process and assessment points.
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Open Source Risk Mitigation Process (Assessment Flow)

- **Submission Champion**: Initiate request (new or patch/fix)
  - Champion notified that Solution did not pass Legal Review
  - Champion notified that Solution did not pass Security Review
  - Champion notified that SW is ready for download
  - Champion notified of TCO Results

- **SW Deployment System**: Send Notification to Legal Review Team
  - Legal Review Team Approval?
  - Send Notification to Security Review Team
  - Security Review Team Approval?
  - Spam Registered Users that new version available
  - Register user & allow download
  - Notify Security Review Team

- **SW Deployment Group**: Compile Source Code &/or Stage for Testing & Deployment
  - Software is patch/fix?

- **Legal Assessment**: Perform License and Legal Review

- **Security Assessment**: Perform Security Reviews
  - Perform Application Specific Usage Assessment

- **Break/Fix and TCO**: Provide input into Security Assessment
  - Perform TCO Calculation

© SANS Institute 2003, As part of the Information Security Reading Room. Author retains full rights.
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IV.I Request Initiation:
The process begins by having the Champion initiate a request in the Software Deployment System (SWDS) for the review of an Open Source Solution. This review could be for either a new solution or for a patch/fix to a previously approved solution. The review & assessment process does not differ greatly between the two. The only differences between the two are that in a patch/Fix model, a new TCO is not performed and registered consumers of previous versions of the solution are notified of the new patch/fix. In the new solution, a TCO would be performed and there would be no previously registered users to notify. The Product Champion is required to enter the following information into the SWDS.

- Solution Name (i.e. STRUTS)
- Name of Community (i.e. Apache Software Foundation)
- Source code of the solution (not a compiled version)
- Location of download (i.e. http://www.apache.org)
- Version of source code
- Champion contact details

Once submitted with the required information, the system notifies the Legal Review Team informing them that an Open Source request has been received.

IV.II Legal Review:
The Legal Review Team initiates their review into the licensing and intellectual property of the Open Source Solution. If the Legal Review Team determines that the solution passes their requirements, they update the SWDS with an approved status. The system then sends a notification to the Security Review Team informing them that an Open Source request was received and has been approved by the Legal Review Team. The legal review consists of traditional research into the license agreement for the solution as well as case history if any exists of that license agreement or solution provider. There was no formal process defined for this review. Every legal department has its own process for researching and assessing license agreements and there didn’t appear to be any uniqueness about the Open Source research to require a modified process on this case.

If the Legal Review Team however does not approve the solution, the SWDS sends a notification to the Champion informing them of the rejection. At any point during the Risk Mitigation Process, especially if there is a rejection, the Champion can request a formal review meeting with the Open Source Steering Committee members to discuss the solution and present any details to support their case as to why the solution should be re-considered.
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IV.III Security Review:

The Security Review Team performs its review by conducting 2 separate assessments in parallel as well as soliciting input from the Break/Fix team as to how exposures and/or bugs could be addressed if the solution is approved.

Some Open Source Solutions can be rather large and as such, the SQA effort of the Source Code Assessment could drastically impact the Total Cost of Ownership calculation. For this reason, the OSSC decided to make the Source Code Assessment optional with the understanding that all recommended solutions must come from only established, well organized and proven Open Source communities. This “optional” decision would be made in conjunction with and with the approval of the OSSC.

This rationale is what essentially led to the establishment of the two separate assessments. The optional assessment would be more technical and address the actual source code of the solution. The other assessment, which is not optional, would address the Solution Provider. A more detailed explanation of each assessment is provided in the paragraphs below.

The goal of the two Security assessments in the "Risk Mitigation Process" is to reduce if not eliminate all exposures that the corporation could inherit by adopting an Open Source Solution. As mentioned above, one is required and one is optional and up to the discretion of the individual requesting the Open Source Solution in conjunction with the various assessment teams. In the early stages of research, it was thought that specific security analysis & testing could be performed on the Open Source Solution to identify potentially malicious code within it. It did not take long to realize that there were no tools available to address that specific need and that there really was no engineering or structural difference between Open Source software and in-house developed software. Manually reviewing every line of code for malicious code is not a cost effective option nor a realistic way of approaching the problem given the complexity of many solutions. The only real difference between Open Source software and in-house developed software is that the developers are not employees or contractors of the organization and therefore have no legal responsibility/accountability to the organization ultimately using the software.

The individual assessments cover both technical and non-technical topics and require research into the community/group that has developed & released the Open Source Solution. Upon completion of the assessments, the corporation should have a very good understanding of potential vulnerabilities, version release processes and the software quality of the Open Source Solution. The results of the assessments will include a “Guidelines For Use” section. This section will provide guidelines for how the Open Source Solution can or cannot be used. A usage recommendation could for example allow an Open Source Solution to be used on internal departmental applications but restricted for use on customer facing Internet applications. Another example might be that the guideline for use prohibits the usage of certain portions of the Open Source Solution but allows others (i.e. “Tag Libraries” which is a component within STRUTS may be rejected while the remainder of STRUTS is approved).
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Individuals responsible for executing the two assessments are also responsible for involving the Break/Fix assessment and TCO teams. The Break/Fix team will provide input into the Solution Provider assessment and the TCO team will need details from the Security Assessment team in order to properly compute the projected TCO.

Once the Assessment(s) are completed, the SWDS is updated with an Approved/Rejected status. The SWDS then sends a notification to the Champion informing them of the results of the Security Assessment. Below is a detailed description of the two Security Assessments

IV.III.I Security Review: Source Code Assessment (Optional)

This assessment focuses specifically on the source code of the solution itself, how that source code was written & tested and whether or not any structural flaws exist which could intentionally or unintentionally be used to compromise the corporation’s environment. The assessment, which is in the form of questions & answers, provides a guideline of what should be looked for when executing traditional software testing techniques. The assessment contains four question & answer sections and a two part Guidelines for Use section.

The first question & answer section addresses background details of the Open Source Solution such as documentation, the company’s experience level with the solution and the age of the current version. The answers to these questions will provide an understanding how mature the solution and group who provided it is with respect to software engineering practices.

The Static Source Code analysis and Dynamic Code analysis sections address the traditional testing techniques that are common practice in the deployment of quality software products. The questions provided in the assessment provide only an outline for investigation based on a traditional analysis. They do not address every minor aspect of a Static or Dynamic code analysis. The individual performing the assessment should use their judgement as to whether deeper investigation is necessary and communicate the results of the more in-depth investigation in an Appendix to the assessment.

The third question & answer section relates specifically to “Security” aspects within the source code. Some of the questions in this section rely on the interpretation of the previous analysis results by the technical expert to help determine if software vulnerabilities identified in the previous analysis could be used to compromise the corporation’s computer environment. This section is very important because it begins focusing the individual on the Guidelines for Use section which will be the basis for decision making.

The final section in the assessment is “Guidelines For Use”. This section consists of 2 sub-topics, which ask the individual performing the analysis to provide their opinion on how the Open Source Solution should be used from both a “Technical Perspective” as well as a “Security Perspective”.

IV.III.II Security Review: Solution Provider Assessment (Required)

This assessment focuses exclusively on the solution provider (community/group) and the processes they use related to the development and distribution of their Open Source Solutions. Information gathered from this assessment will be a critical factor in helping the corporation to decide whether or not to approve the solution because it will provide a view into the reliability and maturity of the community/group. The individual executing this assessment may choose to not approve the Open Source Solution for use regardless of the functionality or technical recommendation. That is because, the results of this assessment could indicate a lack of controls in the distribution process, a history of bugs/vulnerabilities previously released or a lack of response to reported bugs/vulnerabilities. The assessment is
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composed of five individual sections each targeting specific elements related to the history of the Open Source Solution being reviewed and the provider of that solution.

The first section in the assessment deals with the Criticality, Complexity and Usage of the Open Source Solution. Without clearly identifying the Criticality or Complexity of the solution as well as how that solution would be used in a system, it would be very difficult for anyone to fully understand the level of Risk that the organization will be assuming by approving this solution. The assessment uses a concept called “Overall Criticality Level” which is the product of plotting the Open Source Solution Criticality versus the System Usage Criticality. It is important to do this in the initial assessment so as to reduce or eliminate the need to perform comprehensive assessments of pre-approved Open Source Solutions for every system that wants to utilize the previously approved Open Source Solution. The corporation must first determine an acceptable “Maximum Overall Criticality” level for the use of Open Source Solutions. Then when a solution is assessed, it is assigned an Open Source Solution Criticality value, 1(low) – 5(high). A development group debating whether or not to use an approved Open Source Solution could then very easily determine if the approved solution would be allowed in their system by checking the product of their System Usage Criticality versus the Open Source Solution Criticality in the matrix. The final decision on usage would be made during the “Application Specific Usage Assessment” which is described below.

Section two addresses the "Provider History" of the community/group that has released the Open Source Solution. It investigates areas such as community size, maturity, support structure and previous success/failures with other Open Source Solutions.

The third section in this assessment tries to identify the current state of the Open Source Solution and how it has been adopted by the IT community at large as well as industry specific adoption by researching the "Solution History". Besides documenting the current and past vulnerabilities it also tries to identify how responsive this community/group has been in the past in addressing reported bugs/vulnerabilities. This section will also look into whether the solution has been adopted by outside organizations or has been included in 3rd party vendor products such as STRUTS, which is currently distributed as part of an IBM packaged solution. Lastly, this section seeks to understand the level of support that might be available directly from the community or from other 3rd party service providers. Input into this section is provided by the Break/Fix assessment team.

The Development & Testing section attempts to identify any special training or tool requirements the corporation will need to take into consideration prior to approving the Open Source Solution. This is important not only from understanding the in-house level of experience with the solution but it also is important to provide these details to the TCO subcommittee so that they can factor it into their analysis.

The last section of this assessment attempts to set proper repair/upgrade expectations by clearly describing the history of "Patch / Version Release" by this community/group. It is important to understand before adoption how, why and when this community provides new releases. A community which releases many versions within a short period of time may possibly not have adopted/developed an acceptable level of rigor in their deployment process. This directly reflects on the software engineering maturity of the community/group. A lack of maturity could cause consumers of this solution to be constantly upgrading their production systems because of vulnerabilities introduced due to poor development and deployment practices.

IV.IV Break/Fix Review/Research:

As mentioned above, the majority of the results of this review/research is delivered as part of the Security Review. This team researches what options are available to the development community should the Open Source Solution encounter bugs or deficiencies. According to many of the Open Source licensing agreements the consumers are required to provide back to the community any
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fixes which are developed. Also, should enhancements be developed, those also need to be contributed back to the community for incorporation into the next release. The problem is that there is no guarantee that an enhancement or bug fix will be incorporated into the next release which leaves the consumer in a very difficult situation supporting source code which is not in sync with the community. There is a delicate balance that the consumer must consider for each Open Source Solution to ensure that they remain in sync with the community releases but yet deliver enhancements and/or patches that they developed and utilize in their corporation's system. The statements above all imply that the corporation has authorized the Champion(s) of the Open Source Solution to actively participate in the Open Source communities which may not always be the case. There may be legal as well as security reasons why a corporation may not want to allow their employees to participate in open forums openly for fear that they may unknowingly reveal confidential details about the corporation. Reasons may be as simple as not wanting the Open Source community to know that Company X is using a particular Open Source Solution because should a security exposure be identified, the corporation's Internet based systems could be targeted for attacks.

An alternative to having employees of the company participate in the Open Source community is to establish a service contract with a 3rd party service provider to act as the community interface. In some cases, such as Linux, there are several service delivery vendors which provide this option. In other cases, where the Open Solution is not widely adopted and/or repackaged for sale, there may not be 3rd party service providers. Part of the responsibility of this team is to identify potential service providers and define the best engagement model to support the Open Source Solution if it is approved.

IV.V Total Cost of Ownership:

This portion of the Risk Mitigation Process simply provides data for the Champion and System Owner to act on and does not approve nor reject the request. This team collects information throughout the Risk Mitigation Process from the various assessments teams and compiles it into one TCO figure.

Since the Open Source Solutions do not have any sort of Service Level Agreement associated with them this may cause the system owner to incur additional costs in the areas of, training, support and testing beyond what they might normally spend with a packaged solution from a trusted vendor. In addition, the original requestor/champion, must incur the expense of the full Risk Mitigation Process executed by the Open Source Steering Committee. The time and resources required to execute the comprehensive assessment process alone could justify the use of packaged solutions in some cases. It is critical to not view Open Source Solutions as “free” simply because you can download them from a website without a monetary transaction. It is also as critical to execute the Risk Mitigation Process because a legal infringement or security exposure could cost the corporation significant financial harm far beyond the cost of a purchased solution. Also, since every upgrade and/or version release requires that the Risk Mitigation Process be executed at least in part, the TCO of
an Open Source Solution can quickly grow beyond that of a packaged solution which may not require the same level of testing and research. From a packaged solution perspective however, upgrades typically are not free and can in some cases be very expensive to purchase and/or test.

Lastly, because of the nature of the Open Source model, consumers of an Open Source Solution must stay active in that Open Source community in order to be aware of patches, enhancements, new releases or simply for support purposes. These communities are self governing and typically encourage the consumers of the solutions to contribute back to the community as much information or knowledge as they take. This is the essence of these communities and a big reason why they survive. Open Source Users who simply consume solutions but never give back to the Open Source community can over time become ignored by the active community for lack of contribution. What this ultimately means to the corporation is that the Champion of the Open Source Solution must spend time actively participating in the community in order to stay aware of the progress made with the Open Source Solution as well as establishing credibility should they need to invoke the help of the community to fix a problem. This time spent in the community must be estimated and factored into the TCO equation if it will be performed during the normal working hours.

Upon completion of the TCO calculation the TCO team contacts the Champion and provides them with the TCO results. The Champion along with the Business Owner of the system must then review the TCO calculation and evaluate whether or not the Open Source Solution is a cost effective option or if there are less expensive alternatives which the TCO Team may have provided as a product of their research.

**IV. VI Application Specific Usage Assessment**

This assessment is performed whenever an approved Open Source Solution is downloaded from the SWDS for use in an application. This could be at the end of the initial Risk Mitigation Process by the Champion or by a totally different team that wants to use a previously approved Open Source Solution. A reason for this assessment is to ensure that all systems utilizing the Open Source Solution do not exceed the Maximum Overall Criticality threshold. This also allows the Security Review team an opportunity to evaluate how the solution will be used in that particular situation. For example, an Open Source Solution might be approved and allowed to be used for an internal Intranet based application. However, the same Open Source Solution might not be allowed to be used in an external Financial related Internet application because the deficiencies identified in the Security assessment may only be exploitable through the Internet and not the Intranet.

This assessment should be relatively brief because it relies primarily on the results from the original Open Source Risk Mitigation Process performed when the Open Source Solution was first requested. The key element in determining whether or not it is allowed is by using the "Criticality Matrix" in Appendix A and plotting the Open Source Solution Criticality identified in the Risk Mitigation
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Process versus the system criticality that the development group will determine for their system. As described above, the development group must then decide whether or not the product of the two factors is above the "Maximum Overall Criticality" level. If it is not, then there is typically no need for a more comprehensive review, if it is above the "Maximum Overall Criticality" level, the development group could request that a special assessment be performed taking into account any specific issues they feel might allow the usage of the solution. If the result from the Criticality Matrix exercise is within the Maximum Overall Criticality threshold, the Application Specific Usage Assessment is executed as a validation of results instead of a comprehensive investigation.

V Conclusion

The marketplace is pressuring corporations to aggressively review their expenditures and find less expensive alternatives for their current processes. These pressures can sometimes be so great that a corporation lowers their standards without fully understanding the hazards of their decisions. These hazards are not only expense related but also security and public relations related.

The Open Source Risk Mitigation Process described in the previous pages is a tool for corporations to use when trying to understand why a simple decision to use the “free” Open Source software should be taken very seriously. The ramifications of using just any Open Source Solution without understanding its weaknesses and not implementing compensating controls could be disastrous and much more expensive than a purchased alternative. In some cases, Open Source Solutions fulfill all the requirements with few issues that need to be addressed but that is not always the case. The Open Source Risk Mitigation Process was designed to enable the corporation the ability to use the most cost effective software tools available while identifying, documenting and mitigating the risks associated with the use of those tools.
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### VII Appendix A

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Open Source Criticality</th>
<th>Criticality as determined by Source Criticality and Usage Criticality</th>
<th>Overall Criticality Level:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(low) 1</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 (high) 5</td>
<td>Low 0 - 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2 4 6 8</td>
<td>Medium 5 - 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3 6 9 12</td>
<td>High 13+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4 8 12 16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(high) 5</td>
<td>7 10 15 20 25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Axis Definition:**
- Vertical axis - Criticality of the "Open Source" solution
- Horizontal axis - Criticality of the system that the "Open Source" solution will be used in

**Note:**
The values in the Matrix were arbitrary and could be modified to suit a corporation's needs.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Description</th>
<th>City, Country</th>
<th>Dates</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SANS Chicago Spring 2020</td>
<td>Chicago, ILUS</td>
<td>Jun 01, 2020 - Jun 06, 2020</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS ICS Europe Summit &amp; Training 2020</td>
<td>Munich, DE</td>
<td>Jun 08, 2020 - Jun 13, 2020</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Budapest June 2020</td>
<td>Budapest, HU</td>
<td>Jun 08, 2020 - Jun 13, 2020</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Las Vegas Summer 2020</td>
<td>Las Vegas, NVUS</td>
<td>Jun 08, 2020 - Jun 13, 2020</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Zurich June 2020</td>
<td>Zurich, CH</td>
<td>Jun 15, 2020 - Jun 20, 2020</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS London June 2020</td>
<td>OnlineGB</td>
<td>Jun 01, 2020 - Jun 06, 2020</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS OnDemand</td>
<td>Books &amp; MP3s OnlyUS</td>
<td>Anytime</td>
<td>Self Paced</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>